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2 \times 2 [614, 412]. D^2 [1105]. f(z) = \int_0^z dx [795]. \ln \Gamma(Z) [235]. P [1105]. \pi [159]. \sqrt{2} [954, 1165]. T [284].
w(z) = e^{-z^2} (1 + \frac{z}{\sqrt{2}} \int_0^z e^{t^2} dt) [236].
w(z) = e^{-z^2} \int_0^z e^{x^2} dx [795].
-Statistics [1105, 1105]. -Year [284].


A-Level [1197]. Ability [1061, 1131]. Abraham [583]. Abramov [235].
Ashok [241]. Asia [669]. Asian [629].
Aspects
[73, 1158, 273, 1119, 628, 557, 1333, 1042].
Aspirations [512]. Assay [702]. Assessing
[1016, 1217]. Assessment [237, 738].
Assistance [339]. Associated [10, 1105].
Association
[799, 1164, 543, 412, 1074, 630, 139, 1202, 678].
Assurances [387]. Asymptotic [235].
Atindra [1061]. Attendance [643]. Attributes [428]. Audience [44].
Audiences [951]. August [97, 1248].
Austin [459]. Australia [978]. Australian
[668, 728]. Authorship [813, 721].
Autocodes [661]. Automatic
[293, 136, 742, 1151]. Average
[998, 821, 345]. Aviation [1223]. Awaiting
[112]. Awarded [493]. Axiomatics [256].
Aylmer [401, 441].
B
Babbage [329, 221]. Bachelor [15]. Back
[119, 153, 184, 215, 246, 277, 313, 351, 406, 444, 489, 520, 554, 590, 625, 651, 688, 719, 747, 777, 814, 853, 891, 912, 948, 991, 1026, 1057, 1089, 1125, 1156, 1192, 1227, 1256, 1281, 1313, 1344]. Background [31].
Backwardness [585]. Bacteriophage
[1071]. Baggaley [1324]. Bailey
[334, 788, 1070]. Bakewell [617]. Bakst
[1220]. Balance [496, 1269, 639, 1148].
Balances [111]. Balestra [1079]. Banbury
[179]. Band [802]. Bank [188]. Banker
[545]. Barbara [1216, 733]. Barer [733].
Bargaining [1048]. Barlow [898]. Barna
[583]. Barrie [1004]. Barrington [178].
Bartholomew [549]. Bartlett
[164, 325, 1035, 794]. Barton
[1277, 376, 1009]. Based [953]. Basic
[1253, 609, 1007, 347, 1135, 266, 638, 727, 470, 567, 923, 1040, 665, 1077, 927, 1292, 94].
Bayes [322, 443]. Bayesian
[1296, 828, 1237]. Beale [1240]. Beatty
[576, 234]. Beaver [1087]. Beckenbach
[862, 861]. Behavior [93, 679, 1084].
Behavioral [1139]. Behaviour
[680, 893, 932, 1259, 1049, 760, 241, 1179].
Behrend [1178]. Being [359, 1032].
Belgrade [1248]. Bellman [534, 264, 1241].
Bená [1151]. Benefit [693, 410, 861].
Benefits [862, 1287]. Benes [873]. Bengal
[237, 145]. Benjamin [336, 1272, 1250, 988].
Bennett [614, 342, 1054]. Berge [467, 972].
Bergstrom [1175]. Berkeley [368].
Bernard [1272, 460]. Bernau [674].
Berners [833]. Berners-Lée [833]. Berrill
[669]. Berry [1043]. Bethlem [49].
Betterment [1183]. Betting [1319]. Betty
[196]. Between
[1164, 1078, 856, 446, 187, 82, 1095].
Beveridge [551]. Bevölkerungs [230].
Bevölkerungs-Wirtschafts-Sozialstatistik [230]. Beyer [1302, 1008].
Bhagabat [1040]. Bharati [237, 237].
Bharucha [129]. Bharucha-Reid [129].
Bhattacharya [233]. Bhattacharyya
[395].
Bibliographic [738]. Bibliography [454, 1231, 1346, 15, 609, 468, 876, 872, 106, 374].
Bids [40]. Bidwell [811]. Billingsley [899].
Bina [241]. Binary [820, 954, 1165].
Binomial [378, 637]. Biological
[702, 1040, 971, 409, 704]. Biologists
[756, 1147]. Biology
[1205, 1219, 931, 1070, 662]. Biomedical
[727]. Biometric [337]. Biometrical [97].
Biometrics [1243]. Biometrika
[1101, 1010]. Biometry [536]. Biostatistics
[1005]. Birger [974]. Birmingham [646].
Birthday [167]. Bivariate [95]. Black
[928]. Blaug [1185]. Bliss [1205]. Block
[850, 497, 166, 227]. Corrected [1249].
Correction [1024, 1346]. Correlation [61].
Countries [271, 478, 629, 509, 1048, 881, 1119, 310, 671].

D.Sc [1154]. D.Sc. [945, 78]. Dacey [204].
Decodicalisation [343]. Decimals [703].
Degree [446, 1164]. Degrees [493].
Delinquent [679, 211]. Demand [456, 1079, 1265, 667, 709, 981, 557, 1016].
Demande [667]. Deming [260].
Density [795]. d'Entrées [1246].
Designed [159]. Designs [1042, 491, 1136, 55]. Detection [906].
Development [73, 669, 884, 620, 932, 188, 909, 1184, 734,
420, 327, 129, 1033. Eliasberg [243].
Emanuel [193]. Emily [329]. Emma [577].
Emphasis [289]. Empirical [760, 1306].
Employees [1127, 711]. Employers [1287].
Engineering [929, 798, 514, 701, 197, 825, 225].
Engineers [932, 37, 379, 1006, 877].
Enquiry [978]. Enrolments [493].
Estimation [823, 60, 330, 284, 635, 318]. etc [141]. Étude [1246]. Eugene [66, 76].
Europe [297, 1120, 127, 842, 310].
European [1119, 492]. Européennes [1246]. Evaluation [905, 354, 1015, 1029].
Evidences [878]. Examination [273, 186, 295]. Examinations [395].
Examples [135]. Exchange [802].
Expenditure [323, 82, 58, 696, 1049, 72, 220, 302, 434].
Experience [1316, 987, 1077, 1305].
Experiences [274]. Experiment [560, 347, 159, 186]. Experimental [83, 737, 798, 928, 1136, 134].
Experimentation [6, 1028]. Experiments [124, 8, 1231, 1346, 58, 461, 1000, 848, 731].
Expert [615]. Explorations [344].
Exploring [836]. Exponential [894].
Exponentially [196]. Export [732].
Exposed [392]. Extensions [603].
External [1030, 300, 880]. Extremes [793].
Eye [336]. Ezekiel [61]. Ezhov [175].
Family [82, 909, 58, 220, 1188, 429, 299].
Fano [381]. Farm [505, 1121]. Farming [43]. Farnsworth [430]. Farrell [1054].
Figures [394]. Finance [676, 20, 983, 42, 675, 394, 105, 1276, 300].
Finances [693, 862, 843, 861, 303].
Financial [496, 478, 169]. Financing [381].
Incomplete Incomes \[72, 544, 770, 1332, 1047, 431, 70\] 840, 274, 772, 1265, 909, 434, 677, 106, 110, 114.

Including Index \[283\].


Michael [1217, 483, 336, 637, 1121, 52].


X [799]. Xenophon [987].

Ya [254]. Yates [310, 228, 704]. Year [19, 47, 390, 432, 167, 284, 724]. Year-by-Year [724]. Yearbook [144].
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